Molecular biomarkers in prostate cancer.
After more than two decades of clinical use, serum prostate-specific antigen (PSA) has increased the early diagnosis of prostate cancer, detecting the disease even when small volumes are present. Although stage migration of prostate cancer has occurred, PSA has well-known limitations, despite attempts at refinement and modification, such as the use of PSA velocity, which have been used to improve it. New biomarkers for prostate cancer have been discovered, with promising early results. This article reviews the ubiquitous current literature on biomarkers in prostate cancer. A search using MEDLINE and EMBASE databases was performed and those articles reporting biomarkers in prostate cancer with clinically significant findings in terms of detection were analyzed. Immunohistochemical markers were not considered for this review. Despite many markers being promising, no single marker has satisfied the criteria as a perfect candidate. Limited clinical use of IL-6, TGF-β1 and PCA3 has commenced, and further widespread availability of these tests is expected in the coming years. The future lies in artificial neural networks and panels of markers instead of individual assays. Although PSA has some well-known limitations, it is at present the best marker available for prostate cancer when used in conjunction with nomograms or risk calculators.